Abstract.-A maximum likelihood method for independently estimating the relative rate of substitution at different nucleotide sites is presented. With this method, the evolution of DNA sequences can be analyzed without assuming a specific distribution of rates among sites. To investigate the pattern of correlation of rates among sites, the method was applied to a data set consisting of the protein-coding regions of the mitochondrial genome from 10 vertebrate species. Rates appear to be strongly correlated at distances up to 40 codons apart. Furthermore, there appears to be some higher order correlation of sites approximately 75 codons apart. The method of site-by-site estimation of the rate of substitution may also be applied to examine other aspects of rate variation along a DNA sequence and to assess the difference in the support of a tree along the sequence. [Correlation among sites; maximum likelihood; mtDNA; rate variation; site-by-site estimation.]
The number of data used in phylogenetic studies has increased dramatically in recent years. Commonly, several different genes are sequenced for the same set of species. For example, the mitochondrial genome has been fully sequenced in many vertebrate species (Anderson et al., 1981 (Anderson et al., , 1982 Bibb et al., 1981; Roe et al., 1985; Gadaleta et al., 1989; Desjardins and Morais, 1990; Arnason et al., 1991; Arnason and Johnson, 1992; Tzeng et al., 1992; Chang et al., 1994) . Such large data sets probably will become more common in the future. Therefore, new methods that take advantage of the estimates of topology and branch lengths obtained from large data sets should be developed. In this paper, I describe a maximum likelihood method for independently estimating the relative rate of substitution at each site when such estimates have been obtained. The method was used to estimate the degree of correlation of rates in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).
A decade ago, most models of DNA sequence evolution (e.g., Jukes and Cantor, 1969; Kimura, 1980; Msenstein, 1981; Hasegawa et al., 1985) assumed constancy of rates among sites. This assumption is clearly unrealistic. For example, the observation that coding sequences contain sites with predominantly replacement substitutions and sites with predominantly silent substitutions shows that a model assuming constancy in rate among sites is not satisfactory. Other causes of rate variation may include differences in the biological mutation rate along the sequence and varying degrees of selection in different regions or domains.
Several models of sequence evolution have recently been proposed that allow for among-site rate variation (Yang, 1993; Kelly and Rice, 1996) . Particularly popular are models based on gamma-distributed rates (Uzzell and Corbin, 1971; Jin and Nei, 1990; Yang, 1993 Yang, , 1994 see Yang, 1996 , for a review). Yang (1995) devised a method for estimating the rate at each site and the degree of correlation of rates among sites assuming gamma-distributed rates and a stationary autocorrelation function where only adjacent sites are correlated. The aim of the present study was to devise an estimator of the rate at each site and the degree of correlation that does not rely on these assumptions. The disadvantage is that the topology and branch lengths of the underlying tree must be known prior to the analysis. The relative rates can then be estimated independently for each site. Because such estimates are independent, further analysis such as estimation of the autocorrelation function may be performed directly on the obtained estimates.
Estimates of the rate of substitution at individual sites have already been obtained in various cases by the parsimony method (see Horovitz and Meyer, 1995) . This parsimony-based method may be reliable if all branches are short. However, when some branches are long, parsimony may provide unreliable estimates of the rate of substitution because several substitutions may occur on the same branch. In such cases, the maximum likelihood method should provide better estimates.
In this paper, I explore the properties of the maximum likelihood estimator of the rate of substitution. The maximum likelihood method assumes, as does the parsimony method, that the underlying topology is known with great certainty. In addition, the maximum likelihood estimator requires that reasonable estimates of the branch lengths have been obtained.
ESTIMATING THE SUBSTITUTION RATE
For the maximum likelihood estimator of the relative substitution rate (w) at individual sites of a DNA sequence, u refers to the composite parameter \t, where A. is the rate of change at each site and t is the total tree length. Reliable estimates of u at each site cannot be obtained while estimating the topology and branch lengths of a tree. However, if the topology and relative branch lengths of a given tree are already known, an estimate can easily be obtained for each site by maximizing the likelihood of observing the data for different values of the substitution rate. That is, an estimate (ft) of the relative rate of substitution at a site is obtained by maximizing L{u) = P(site pattern|w).
(
The likelihood for a given u can be calculated using standard methods (Felsenstein, 1981) . For example, for three sequences
where ir r is the stationary frequency of base i and P iBl (u, length of the particular branch) when base i is observed at time 0. The function P /; («, t) is specified by the particular model of evolution assumed. Any desired substitution matrix can thereby in principle be used. The actual maximization procedure is trivial because, given the topology and relative branch lengths, only one parameter (u) is unknown. Clearly, estimates of ft = 0 will be obtained when the particular site considered is not variable. However, when sites are highly variable, estimates for which ft = °°m ay be obtained. To understand this phenomenon, consider a tree with three taxa. In such a tree, any site pattern {a, b, c}, where a ¥^ b, a ¥=• c, and b ¥^ c, will be more likely to occur as the substitution rate increases. Therefore, the estimate of the relative rate goes to infinity for sites with such patterns (Fig. 1) . Although the probability of observing site patterns with this property in examples with moderate or low substitution rates decreases rapidly as more taxa are included, these site patterns may still occur. If they are ignored in the analysis, the estimator ft will be biased toward smaller values.
There may be three solutions to this problem: (1) sites with estimates of ft = °°D ownloaded from https://academic.oup.com/sysbio/article-abstract/46/2/346/1712869 by guest on 20 November 2018 may simply be excluded, (2) an arbitrary maximum value of u may be predefined, and (3) a modified likelihood approach may be applied. The aim of the modified likelihood approach method is in this case to force the likelihood function to be centered around smaller values, which can be done by using any decreasing function as a prior distribution of the rate of substitution. The modified likelihood function becomes
which can be maximized for u. The function P(u) can be specified by, for example, a gamma or exponential distribution. Using this approach is not equivalent to forcing the distribution to follow some predefined function. The distribution of rates obtained by this approach may be very different from the prior distribution. However, this approach solves the problem of obtaining estimates of ft = <».
SIMULATIONS
Simulations were performed to evaluate the performance of ft. These simulations were performed using the topology and branch lengths estimated from a data set consisting of the mitochondrial genome from 10 different vertebrates. This data set, and the topology of the tree, was discussed in more detail by Cummings et al. (1995) . One of the goals of the simulations was to compare the maximum likelihood estimator with the commonly applied parsimony estimator. Because the parsimony method cannot easily take mutational biases or unequal base frequencies into account, the Jukes and Cantor (1969) model was chosen for a fair comparison. The evolution in one site was simulated under a given mutation rate, and estimates using the two different estimators (ft and the parsimony estimator) were obtained. For each value of the true substitution rate (u), 10,000 replicates were generated. These 10,000 replicates were then used to estimate the expectation of the estimators under a given value of the true mutation rate. Observations for which u = oo were ignored.
Because site patterns for which ft = o°1 (1969) model of evolution. The tree estimated from the mtDNA of 10 vertebrate species was assumed. Notice that u (the true relative substitution rate) is equivalent to the expected number of substitutions on the tree in one site.
are ignored, ft will be biased (Fig. 2) . The downward bias increases as the rate increases simply because more sites have estimates of ft = oo. The result is that ft converges to a finite value (Fig. 2) . This asymptotic behavior is expected for any estimator because there is only a finite number of possible different site patterns. The estimates of the rate must converge to a finite value equal to or less than max{tf}.
Another source of bias is small sample size (i.e., few taxa). This bias results in larger values. Figure 2 illustrates that the source of bias is important when u is small or moderate. To illustrate the effect of sample size, simulations were performed in which the number of taxa was varied. Taxa were added to the sample by simply joining together identical 10-taxon phylogenies at the root (Fig. 3) . The bias is greatly reduced for larger sample sizes, suggesting that the estimator is consistent (i.e., the expectation of the estimate will converge to the true value as more taxa are added) and that the bias observed is a small sample size effect. The expectation of a modified likelihood estimator with a gamma distribution with mean 10.0 and shape param-20 40 60 80 100 120
Number of taxa eter 0.5 as a prior distribution was also explored (Fig. 2) . The use of such a prior distribution implies that the estimator will underestimate the true rate. However, the bias is not substantially larger than the bias for the normal likelihood approach.
In the 10-taxon case, tf increases approximately linearly with u except for extremely high values of u. Therefore, although ti cannot be applied as an unbiased estimate in all cases, it may still be applied to distinguish between rates at different sites even when the sequences apparently are very saturated.
The maximum likelihood estimators u and U m were compared with the commonly applied parsimony estimator (tf pars ). Simulation results for tf pars (Fig. 2) indicate that tf pars will strongly underestimate the true mutation rate. Furthermore, ti pais converges quickly to its asymptotic value and therefore does not behave approximately linearly for nearly as long as do U and ti m .
A standard method for comparing different estimators is by the mean squared error (MSE) of the estimators (see Rice, 1995) . The MSE of ti. and tf pars are compared in Figure 4 . At low levels of divergence, the parsimony estimator performs better or as well as the maximum likelihood estimators. The parsimony estimator performs well for the low levels of diver- gence because the probability of two or more substitutions occurring in the same lineage is very low. However, the methods differ substantially for high levels of divergence. In these cases, the maximum likelihood estimator (u) performs substantially better than the parsimony estimator. This result is also expected because the parsimony estimator of the rate of substitution by definition will perform poorly when the probability of several substitutions occurring on the same branch is high. The main difference between the two methods is that the maximum likelihood estimator can distinguish between different rates even when the overall level of divergence is very high, whereas the parsimony estimator cannot. Also, ti m (w/ prior in Fig. 4 ) has a much lower MSE over most of the parameter space than does ti. In fact, the use of a prior distribution has in this case a clear variance-reducing effect. It therefore appears that ti m should be preferred over ti and tf pars in most cases.
CORRELATION OF RATES IN MTDNA
With this method, the correlation of rates among sites can be directly examined by estimating the autocorrelation function along the sequence. The autocorrelation function provides information about the degree to which the rate in one site can be predicted from the rate in other sites a certain distance away. If the autocorrelation function is estimated along the sequence without taking the position in the codon into account, a strong periodicity at distances of 3 bp will naturally occur in the autocorrelation function because of the nature of the genetic code. Instead, the autocorrelation for each codon position (first, second, third) should be examined separately. In this manner the correlation among codons can be explored.
The estimator u m was used to analyze the protein-coding regions of the mitochondrial genome for 10 vertebrate taxa (Cummings et al, 1995) . The maximum likelihood estimator is particularly appropriate for this use because it provides an estimate of the rate at each site and is able to deal with the very high rates of evolution encountered in vertebrate mtDNA. Estimates of topology and branch lengths of the phylogeny were obtained by the maximum likelihood method used on a data set of 14,416 protein-coding sites of mt-DNA (Cummings et al., 1995) . The HKY model of DNA substitution with gammadistributed rates (Hasegawa et al., 1985; Yang, 1993) was used to estimate the topology and branch lengths. The estimates of these parameters were assumed to be accurate under the model. This assumption is justified by the large number sites included in the analysis and is also supported by the fact that other methods of tree reconstruction provide identical topologies (see Cummings et al., 1995) . Subsequently, the transition/transversion (Ts/Tv) bias, the mean number of substitutions, and the shape parameter of the gamma distribution were estimated independently for the first, second, and third codon positions (Table  1) . Applying these estimated parameter values, u m was obtained for each site using the HKY model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) with a prior distribution given by a gamma distribution with shape parameter identical to the empirically estimated value. The ratio of transitions to transversions was assumed to be the same for each site within each codon position. After estimation of the relevant parameters of the mutation model, the autocorrelation function was estimated using standard methods (see Box and Jenkins, 1976) separately for each codon position (Fig. 5 ).
There is a strong correlation of rates for distances up to 40 bp apart in the first and second positions and a peak in the autocorrelation function at distances of 75 codons. However, in the third codon position there is little or no correlation of rates among sites. None of the same data were used when estimating the autocorrelation function in the first and in the second position. The close similarity of the two functions therefore strongly suggests that the pattern observed (Fig. 5) is not related to sampling.
DISCUSSION
There may be several explanations for the correlation in rates in second and first positions among codons close to each other: the rate of mutation may vary among regions, mutations may stretch over several codons (e.g., if they arise as gene conversions), or selection may act differently in different regions. The existence of separate functional domains predicts such differences in the intensity of selection between different regions. If the lack of correlation in rates between codons in the third position is caused by constancy and /or independence in the rate among third positions, the third explanation probably is correct. However, because third positions are strongly saturated (Table 1) , it is difficult to distinguish among these three explanations. A high degree of saturation will increase the variance in the estimate and will tend to ac- centuate any deficiencies of the model of DNA evolution. As more sequences of the mitochondrial genome become available, this problem may be alleviated by including less divergent sequences in the analysis.
The pattern observed in the first 40 codons at the first and second codon positions is not surprising. This type of firstorder correlation is expected if the rate at one site is positively correlated with the rate at neighboring sites (this pattern was also observed by Yang, 1995) . The general observation that most proteins are organized into different functional domains predicts such correlation. Nucleotides specifying amino acids within functional domains are expected to have lower rates than nucleotides located between domains because these supposedly are more free to vary. Therefore, one does not need to invoke correlated changes, such as expected under the covarion hypothesis (Fitch, 1971) or when gene conversions are frequent, to explain this pattern of correlated rates.
However, the second peak in the autocorrelation function (at a distance of 75 codons) cannot in itself be explained by the observation that nucleotides close to each other have similar rates. Instead, it may be an effect of the organization of the secondary structure of the mitochondrially encoded proteins or it may be caused by variation in the GC content in the mitochondrial genome.
There are several important consequences of the observation that rates are strongly spatially correlated. First, the variance in the estimate of parameters obtained using phylogenetic methods may be greater than that originally reported. Second, tests aimed at detecting gene conversion, recombination, or conflicting phylogenetic signal should be interpreted with caution. Such tests typically examine whether the distribution of certain site patterns along the sequence is clustered. For example, some tests for gene conversion search for runs of certain site patterns (see Takahata, 1994 , for a review). However, some degree of clustering is expected simply because rates are spatially correlated. If such tests implicitly or explicitly assume that the rates at different sites are independent, the tests may not be valid when rates are correlated.
Maximum likelihood estimate of the rate at each site in a DNA sequence is an obvious method for analyzing rate variation and the factors underlying molecular evolution. This method performs much better than the commonly applied parsimony estimator when the levels of divergence are high. However, the method assumes that certain parameters, such as topology and branch lengths of the underlying phylogenetic tree, are known. There may be three situations where this assumption is reasonable. First, when the number of sites is very high one may trust the large sample properties of the maximum likelihood estimator and conclude that under the model the estimates obtained are equal to the true values. Second, one may perform robustness analyses (e.g., by simulations) to assess to what degree the conclusions of the study are affected by the assumption of knowledge about the true parameter values. Third, in some cases it may be established a priori that the conclusions are not sensitive to any bias introduced by assuming a wrong topology or wrong branch lengths. For example, in the present case, assuming a wrong set of branch lengths could not possibly in itself introduce any spurious correlation where no correlation existed. However, if the method is heuristically applied to data sets containing many fewer sites than in the present example or to examine other problems, the robustness of the method should be carefully analyzed. In such cases, it may often be more appropriate to apply the method of Yang (1995) .
The maximum likelihood approach described here is applicable for purposes other than the study of the correlation of rates. For example, the likelihood value at each site provides a measure of the support of the tree and the model at that site given the estimated mutation rate. In this way, il and the corresponding likelihood value may be used jointly for assessing the difference in the support of a tree along the sequence.
The potential dependence of the site-bysite rate estimates on the assumed branch lengths and topology should not prevent researchers from using this method. As more sequence data become available, estimates of branch lengths will gradually improve. Methods such as the one presented here, which take advantage of the information obtained in estimates of the topology and branch lengths of phylogenetic trees, are another means of examining many interesting evolutionary questions.
